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Abstract

Regulating AI systems remains a complex and unsolved issue despite years of
active research. Various governmental approaches are currently underway, with the
European AI Act [22] being a significant initiative in this domain. In the absence
of official regulations, researchers and developers have been exploring their own
methods to ensure the secure application of AI systems. One well-established
practice is the usage and documentation of AI applications through data and model
cards [28, 63, 54]. Although data and model cards do not explicitly address
regulation, they are widely adopted in practice and share common characteristics
with regulatory efforts. This paper presents an extended framework for reporting
AI applications based on use-case, data, model, and deployment cards, specifically
designed to address upcoming regulations by the European Union. The proposed
framework aligns with industry practices and provides comprehensive guidance for
regulatory compliance and transparent reporting. By documenting the development
process and addressing key requirements, the framework aims to support the
responsible and accountable deployment of AI systems in line with EU regulations,
positioning developers well for future legal requirements.

1 Introduction

The development and regulation of AI systems pose unique challenges compared to traditional
software development due to their stochastic nature. While policy makers have recognized this
challenge and are actively working on regulatory approaches, these efforts are still in the early stages.
Consequently, practitioners involved in AI application development often lack detailed knowledge
about the exact regulatory requirements. This creates a difficult position for developers, as crucial
steps may be inadvertently omitted during the development process, potentially rendering already
developed applications non-compliant once regulations come into effect. To address this gap, this
short paper proposes an extended framework for reporting AI applications based on data and model
cards, specifically designed to address upcoming regulations by the European Union [22]. The full
paper, currently under review, provides a more comprehensive exploration of the framework. By
leveraging our experience working with large and medium-sized companies in Europe, we introduce
a novel approach to report the development of AI applications based on four major development steps
derived from prior work on data and model cards. Our primary contribution includes the introduction
of use-case and deployment cards, as well as several updates to data and model cards, all aimed at
meeting regulatory requirements.

1.1 Insights from Industry and Research Activities

To provide context for our work, we first present insights derived from various activities surrounding
the safeguarding of AI systems and AI certification over the past two years. These activities include
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collaborations on four projects with industry partners in Germany, spanning domains such as auto-
motive, finance, and food manufacturing. Additionally, we conducted interviews with certification
experts, employees, and developers to gather additional perspectives and insights.

The AI Assessment Catalogue as de facto standard

• The AI assessment catalog [62] is one of the first and most comprehensive works around
safeguarding AI systems. It is highly regarded and used among industry players in Germany
for safeguarding AI systems.

• While comprehensive, its length of approximately 160 pages made it challenging to use
practically during development.

• The assessment catalog is designed for final assessments rather than development support,
focusing on risk dimensions from human oversight to robustness.

Partners expressed uncertainty about the assessment catalog

• All our project partners were aware of the assessment catalog and partially utilized it in their
development processes.

• Key concerns included compliance with the AI Act and the document’s length.
• Despite these concerns, the assessment catalog served as the primary entry point for devel-

oping safe AI systems in German industry.

High hopes for standards

• Alongside the assessment catalog, our project partners were eagerly awaiting standards that
would provide guidance on developing safe AI systems.

• Specific areas of interest included best practices for data collection and splitting, as well as
selecting appropriate model classes.

• However, there were concerns about whether the forthcoming standards would offer the
required level of detail.

Need for implementation details, technical tools, and specific numbers

• Our partners expressed a desire for more concrete guidance, seeking specific tools, methods,
and algorithms to use in their AI development processes.

• Rather than general recommendations, they preferred actionable instructions and references
to specific toolboxes or algorithms.

Trust-building as a motivation from industry

• Building trust in AI systems among end-users and affected individuals emerged as a key
motivation for certification and assessment of AI applications.

• Interviews with individuals affected by AI systems indicated their desire to be included in
the development process and understand design choices related to the AI system, which can
be addressed through straightforward documentation.

Taking into account the feedback and insights mentioned above, our proposed framework adopts
the format of cards, aligning with the common industry practice of reporting AI applications using
data and model cards [28, 63, 54]. However, we introduce a different organizational approach by
documenting the development of an AI application along the development process, in contrast to the
organization along risk dimensions as used in the assessment catalog [62]. This approach allows for
a more comprehensive reporting structure.

In addition to the existing data and model cards, our framework introduces the use-case and deploy-
ment cards. The use-case card provides a concise overview of the underlying problem and a risk
classification based on established risk dimensions. The deployment card focuses on the reporting
requirements for the deployment phase of AI applications, drawing primarily from the assessment
catalog [62] and the AI Act [22].
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Furthermore, our main contribution extends beyond the introduction of new cards. We include
references to additional resources, toolboxes, and the regulatory sources, providing comprehensive
guidance for regulatory compliance and transparent reporting. This integration of supplementary
materials ensures developers have access to the necessary tools and references to meet regulatory
requirements and support responsible AI deployment.

2 Proposed Framework

Before presenting our cards, we briefly cover similarities and differences of our proposed frameworks
to previous work. However, we do not go into the technical details because it would exceed the scope
of this paper.

2.1 Use-Case Card

In our proposed framework, we begin with a use-case card, which provides a concise description of the
underlying problem and a risk classification based on established risk dimensions. While the concept
of providing a general overview is not entirely new (e.g., Poretschkin et al. [62] utilizes a similar
concept in the assessment catalog), our proposal differs by incorporating regulatory requirements and
a risk classification. This inclusion benefits non-technical users and potential auditors by offering
a quick overview of the use-case and solution approach. The early risk assessment ensures that
developers adhere to the same risk dimensions throughout the development process. For instance,
if fairness is identified as a risk, it will be addressed during data collection, model training, and
deployment. Without this alignment, the responsible person for data collection may overlook fairness
as a risk, leading to the omission of necessary data and subsequent developers being unable to mitigate
potential discrimination.

2.2 Data Card

While data cards [63] and data sheets [28] are already established in industry and cover a wide
range of comprehensive questions (typically exceeding 30), our proposed data card follows similar
content themes while extending the requirements with additional recommendations for toolboxes
and references to the regulatory sources from the AI Act [22]. These additional requirements aim to
provide a more comprehensive framework for data documentation and address the specific needs of
regulatory compliance.

It is worth noting that due to the scope of this short version, some requirements from our data card
may initially appear unclear. However, these requirements are elaborated in more detail in the full
paper, where we provide in-depth explanations, best practices, and considerations derived from recent
research. For example, we discuss possible best practices for data splitting, which can contribute to
the development of robust and fair AI models.

2.3 Model Card

Similar to data cards, model cards [54] have become a widely used framework in industry. However,
our version differentiates by including a section on explainable AI due to the transparency requirement
in the AI Act. Additionally, we have removed the data section from the original work, as it has been
transferred to the data card.

2.4 Deployment Card

Our proposed framework introduces the deployment card, which focuses on the reporting requirements
for the deployment phase of AI applications. To the best of our knowledge, no other scientific
work specifically addresses a reporting framework for AI application deployment. As a result, our
requirements draw primarily from the assessment catalog [62] and the AI Act [22], encompassing
thirteen key steps ranging from AI application monitoring to testing and roll-out while leaning on key
concepts and best practices of software development and DevOps. This tailored focus on deployment
reporting sets our framework apart from existing approaches.
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Use Case Card

Step Requirement AI Act References

General

Name contact person Art. 13 (a)
List groups of people involved [62]
Summarize the use case shortly Art. 11 [62]
Describe the status quo [62]
Provide a short solution summary Art. 11 [54]
Review past incidents in similar use cases AI Incident Database
Review available tools Tools&Metrics for

Trustworthy AI

Problem
definition

Describe the underlying technical challenges [62]
Formulate the learning problem Art. 11 [60]
Describe the disadvantages of the status quo [69, 68]
Argue why non AI approaches are not sufficient [69, 68]

Solution
approach

Describe the integration into the current workflow Art. 11
Document the intended purpose of the AI Art. 13 3. (b)
Document if a foundation model will be used or devel-
oped

Art. 3,
Art. 28 b)

Provide a short data description Art. 10 [28]

Risk Assessment
Art. 9,
Art. 19

Risk Class
Categorize the application into a risk class according
to the AI Act

Art. 5,
Art. 6

AI Act Flow Chart;
Risk Database

Human agency
and oversight

Rate the level of autonomy Art. 14

Technical
robustness and
safety

Evaluate the danger to life and health Art. 5 (1) a),
Art. 14

[73]

Identify possibilities of non-compliance Art. 15, 19 [43]
Identify and list customer relevant malfunction [36, 61]
Identify and list internal malfunctions and foreseeable
misuse

Art. 13 3. (b)
(iii)

[36, 61]

Evaluate cybersecurity risks Art. 15, 42

Privacy and data
governance

List risks connected with customer data [17]
List risks connected with employee data [34, 79]
List risks connected with company data [14, 4]

Transparency
Evaluate effects of incomprehensible decisions or the
use of a black box model

Art. 13 [48, 21, 23, 68, 13]

Diversity, non-
discrimination
and fairness

Check for possible manipulation of groups of people [41, 5, 8]
Check for discrimination of groups of people regard-
ing sensitive attributes

Art. 5 (1) b) and
c)

[41, 16, 59]

Societal and
environmental
well being

List dangers to the environment [76]
Consider ethical aspects [19, 56, 7, 33, 15]
Evaluate effects on corporate actions [29]
Identify impact on the staff [51]

Accountability
Estimate the financial damage on failure [31]
Estimate the image damage on failure [14, 4, 43]

Norms
List relevant norms in the context of the application
(e.g., automotive safety norms)

Art. 9 (3) [27];
AI Standards Hub

Involvement of
Individuals

If feasible, describe involvement of affected individu-
als
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Data Card

Step Requirement AI Act References

General

Name originator of the dataset and provide a contact
person

[63, 28]

Describe the intended use of the dataset [63, 28]
Describe licensing and terms of usage [63, 28]

Data-
description

Collect requirements for the data before starting data
collection

Art. 10 (2) d) e)

Describe a data point with its interpretation [63, 28]
Maybe, provide additional documentation to under-
stand the data (e.g., links to scientific sources, prepro-
cessing steps or other necessary information)

[63]

If there is GDPR relevant data (i.e. personally identifi-
able information), describe it

[63, 28]

If there is biometric data, describe it [63, 28, 62]
If there is copyrighted data, summarize it Art. 28 b)
If there is business relevant information, describe it [62]

Collection

Describe the data collection procedure and the data
sources

Art. 10 (2) b) c),
Annex III

[63, 28]

Use data version control Art. 10 (2) b) [62]
Consider the prior requirements for the data Art. 10 (2) e)
Include and describe metadata Metadata Stan-

dards
Involve domain experts and describe their involvement [62]
Describe technical measures to ensure completeness of
data

Art. 10 (2) g),
Art. 28 b)

CleanLab

Describe and record edge cases [62, 63]
If personal data is used, make sure and document that
all individuals know they are part of the data

[50, 28]

Describe if and how the data could be misused [28, 63]
If fairness is identified as a risk, list sensitive attributes Art. 10 (5) [41]
If applicable, address data poisoning [62]

Labeling
If applicable, describe the labeling process [28, 63]; snorkel.ai
If applicable, describe how the label quality is checked

Splitting

Create and document meaningful splits with stratifica-
tion

Art. 10 (3) [6, 46, 65, 44, 81,
62]

Describe how data leakage is prevented [62, 73]
Recommendation: test the splits and variance via
cross-validation

[9]

Recommendation: split dataset into difficult, trivial
and moderate

[53]

Recommendation: put special focus on label quality of
test data

[58]

Reminder: Perform separate data preprocessing on the
splits

[67, 49]
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Preprocessing

Document and motivate all processing steps that are a
fixed part of the data

Art. 10 (2) c)

Document whether the raw data can be accessed [28]
If sensitive data is available highlight (pseudo)-
anonymization

Art. 10 (5) [62]

If fairness is a risk, highlight fairness specific prepro-
cessing

Art. 10 (5) [62]

Analyzing

Understand and document characteristics of test and
training data.

Art. 10 (2) e) g),
Art 10 (3)

[37, 40, 81, 55, 52]

Document why the data distribution fits the real condi-
tions or why this is not necessary for the use case

Art. 10 (4) [62]

Document limitations such as errors, noise, bias or
known confounders

Art. 10 (2) f) g) [28, 63, 74, 62]

Serving

Describe how the dataset will be maintained in future [28, 63, 50]
Describe the storage concept (e.g., everything users
need to know to access the data). For developers it
must be possible to document on which version of the
data a specific model was trained.

[62]

Describe the backup procedure [62]
If necessary, document measures against data poison-
ing

[62]

Further notes
Document further recommendations or shortcomings
in the data

Involvement of
Individuals

If feasible, describe involvement of affected individu-
als
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Model Card

Step Requirement AI Act References

General
Name model originator and provide a contact person [54]
Document the creation date and version of the model [54]
Describe intended use of the model Art. 13 3. (b) [54]

Description

Describe the architecture and size of the used model Annex VIII [54]
Describe the used hyperparameters
Document the training, validation, and test error Art. 13 3. (b)

Art. 15
[54]

Document computation complexity, training time and
energy consumption (for foundation models describe
steps taken to reduce energy consumption)

Art. 28 b),
Annex VIII

[78, 26]

Explainability
and
interpretability

Document the required level of explainability and
interpretability

Art. 13 (1, 2),
Art. 15 (2)

[62, 35, 18]

Describe taken actions if any Art. 15 (2) [35, 66, 57, 70, 11]

Feature
engineering,
feature selection
and
preprocessing

Describe whether interpretability was considered for
feature engineering

Art. 13 (1, 2),
Art. 15 (2)

Describe and justify (domain specific) feature engi-
neering and selection

Art. 10 (3, 4) [54, 45, 12]

Describe and justify preprocessing steps [54, 45]

Model selection

Document comparison to standard baselines, bench-
marks and other evaluated models

Art. 28 b),
Annex VIII

[49]; ML-Baselines;
SOTA Models

Justify the model choice and considerations regarding
explanibility and interpretability

Art. 13 (1, 2),
Art. 15 (2)

[49]

Describe why the complexity of model is justified and
needed
Document the approach of hyperparameter optimiza-
tion

[9, 75, 77, 25, 30, 64]

Describe the model evaluation Art. 5, 6, 7, 9,
Art. 28 b),
Annex VIII

[81, 80, 10, 64, 42]

Choice of
metrics

Describe selected metrics and justify them regarding
use case and fairness

Art. 13 3. (b) [54, 72, 24, 62, 41]

Formulate the KPIs for go-live (domain specific rea-
sons)

[62]

Model
confidence

If relevant, document and quantify uncertainty of the
model

[1]

If relevant, document how uncertainty is handled [32, 71]

Testing in real
world setting

Describe the test design Art. 5, 6, 7, 9
Describe possible risks, edge cases and worst case
scenarios and create (or simulate) them if possible

Art. 15 (3),
Art. 28 b),
Annex VIII

Describe limitations and shortcomings of the model Art. 28 b),
Annex VIII

Describe the test results Art. 28 b),
Annex VIII

Explain the derived actions Art. 28 b),
Annex VIII

More Describe further recommendations or shortcomings Annex VIII

Involvement of
Individuals

If feasible, describe involvement of affected individu-
als
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Operation Card

Step Requirement AI Act References

Scope and aim
of monitoring

Describe monitored components Art. 61 (1,3)
Assess risks and potential dangers according to Use
Case Card

Art. 9 (2)

List safety measures for risks Art. 9 (4) [62]

Operating
concept

Create and document utilisation concept Art. 13,
Art. 17,
Art. 16

Plan staff training Art. 9 (4) c) [2]
Determine responsibilities [62]

Autonomy of
application

Document decision-making power of AI Art. 14,
Art. 17

[62, 15]

Determine process to overrule decisions of the AI Art. 14 (4) d) e) [62]

Responsibilities
and measures

Document component wise: assessed risk, control
interval, responsibility, measures for emergency

Art. 9 [62, 15, 2]

Model
performance

Monitor input and output Art. 17 (1) d),
Art. 61(2)

[62]

Detect drifts in input data [62]
Document metric in use to monitor model performance Art. 15 (2)

AI interface

Establish transparent decision making process Art. 52 [62, 47]
Establish insight in model performance on different
levels

Art. 14 [62]

Declare content created as product of the AI Art. 52,
Recital 60 g

IT security

Document individual access to server rooms Art. 15 [73, 3]
Set and document needed clearance level for changes
to AI/deployment/access regulation

[73, 3]

Establish and audit ISMS [38, 39]

Privacy

Justify and document use or waiver of a privacy pre-
serving algorithm

Art. 10 (5) [62, 20]

If applicable, document privacy algorithm and due
changes in the monitoring of output data

[20]

MLOps

Establish versioned code repository of AI, training and
deployment

[62]

Establish maintenance and update schedule [62]
Set regulation for the retraining of the AI and decision
basis for the replacement of a model

[62]

Registration
For high-risk AI systems or foundation models, regis-
ter the AI in the EU database

Art. 51,
Art. 60,
Annex VIII

[62]

Record keeping
Keep logs of events that include (at minimum) a time
stamp, input data and allow identification of the person
responsible for human oversight

Art. 12 4.

Testing and
rollout

Determine responsibilities for updates [62]
Document software tests Art. 17 (1) d) [62]
Set period of time that an update must function stably
before it is transferred to live status

[62]

Involvement of
Individuals

If feasible, describe involvement of affected individu-
als
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